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INTRODUCTION

Psyohologioal Predisposition and Alooholism
Psychological research on alcoholism has largely

consisted of two types of studies. Until the last decade,
the majority of work csoried out was concerned with the

problem of studying the personality characteristics of
alcoholics in an attempt to differentiate alcoholics from
non-alcoholics. This work reflected a common assumption
that the alcoholic population was relatively homogeneous
in nature. From a psychological standpoint such an assump-

tion implied that alcoholism was probably the manifestation
of a more or less unique constellation of personality

characteristics which could be designated the "alcoholic
personality", with the additional implication that this

personality could be discovered through psychological testing. Research on alcoholism using psychological tests

consisted of a question and a method. $he question has

been "What is the alcoholic personality" or What types of
persons are most likely to become alcoholics"? The method
has been one of administering, scoring, and analyzing test

responses to find variables that significantly differentiate

alcoholic from non-alcoholic groups,
Lisansky (196?) reports that this type of research
War
dominated the literature in the decade following World

studies using the
II. Between 19^5 and 1956 more than 30
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aorschaoh alone were reported. However, sinoe 19 56, the
number of these studies has been reduced considerably.
Sutherland, Schroeder, and Tordella (I950)

reviewed the test literature related to, "...the hypothesis
that alcoholism is caused by personality traits", and con-

cluded from their critique that, "...no satisfactory evidence has been discovered that Justifies the conclusion
that persons of one type are more likely to become alcoholics

than persons of another type", Syme (1957) reviewed another
seven years of psychological test studies

concluded that,

euid

once again

There is no warrant for concluding

that persons of one type are more likely to become alcoholics
than persons of another type," A third review of the literature, by Franks (i960), stated thati 1) There is no

general agreement as to the etiology and dynamics of alcoholismi and 2) the majority of experiments are such that

the findings are often difficult to interpret and highly

limited in their value.
In recent years, a large ntimber of studies on

alcoholism have appeared using the MMPI, While a consistent
that alcofinding has emerged from these studies, namely,

significant
holics have consistently shown more or less
deviation",
elevation of Scale 4, a scale of "psychopathic
agreement about
as Lisansky (1967) states, there is little
Also, despite
the significance or meaning of this finding.
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the fact that three different alcoholism scales have been

derived from the test Items, MaoAndrew and Geertsna (1964),
In evaluating the claimed effectiveness of these scales In

differentiating alcoholic from non-alcoholic patients,
found that none of the scales can differentiate diagnosed

alcoholic and non-alcoholic psychiatric patients to any
appreciable degpree. Further, they concluded that the alco-

holism scales may not be a measure of alcoholism Itself, but
of general maladjustment.
Thus, while It Is true that the test literature

has not yet yielded evldente for the "alcoholic personality",
It Is equally true that many Investigators have not yet

given up the search, believing that the Idea cannot be rejected that personality factors play a domlneuit role In de-

termining who will become an alcoholic and who will not.
The most recent and most extensive study done In an attempt
to determine personality correlates and antecedents of adult

alcohol -related behavior has been done by Jones (I968), In

an attempt to answer the question that has plagued this type
of alcoholism research, neuaely, are there discernible personality correlates of drinking behavior, and do these antedate patterns of drinking or abstaining, a follow-up longi-

tudinal study was carried out. In analyzing Interview and
test data for subjects before and after they became alco-

characteristics
holics, Jones concluded!' A core of the present

if

of the various drinking groups seem to have Its roots In
the past, before a drinking problem has been established.

The data of this study Indicate that this acting out and

assertive behavior predated, at least to some degree, an
Inappropriate drinking pattern, and may be considered a

predisposing factor," She describes the pre-alcohollc boy
as being over dependent, but experiencing Intense Indepen-

dence

-

dependence conflicts, and as being unable to main-

tain adequate Interpersonal relationships.

As Gomber (I968) has stated, part of the Importance attributed to Jones* study lies In the fact that there

appears to be occurring In alcohol studies a return back to
the position which puts psychological predisposition Into a

primary place In the etiology of alcoholism. The research
question of defining the pre-alcohollc personality which received diminished attention for some years, may now be reopened. For researchers In this area, the Importance of

work on the antecedents of adult problem drinking lies In
Its Implication for prevention. They feel that It may be-

come possible to Identify In high school, or even earlier,

boys who are In danger of becoming alcoholic. Preventive
work with them could be both nonspecific and specific. Non-

specific prevention would be directed to Improving their

personality functioning, l,e,, helping them become aware
constructive
of their dependency, or helping them find

channels for their aggression. Specific prevention, as

Jones herself suggests, might take such forms as seeing to
It that boys who demonstrate the particular personality

characteristics later associated with problem drinking are
Introduced to drinking In a setting such as the home that

prevents Its being defined as masculine or rebellious behavior,

Nevltt (1968) stresses a note of caution regarding
Jones' study and all others that search for predisposition.

The demonstration of a predisposing factor Is not the

irtiole

story about the etiology of alcoholism. Clearly, there are

many boys or young men who have problems In coping with un-

acceptable dependence, but who do not become alcoholics. The
question of what makes the difference between those who become drinkers and those who do not remains unanswered. Des-

pite the enthusiasm of some over Jones* paper as being a
real contribution to the understanding of the psychological

etiology of alcoholism and as a step further toward being
able to predict with better than chance accuracy those ado-

lescents who are likely to develop Into problem drinkers
conclusion
as adults, perhaps a better, more conservative,
are worthy
from her study Is that It raises questions that
six adolescents
of further study. Her sample consisted of
two adolescents
who later became problem drinkers and only
The Ideal longiwho were later categorized as abstainers.
so large that
tudinal study needs to begin with a group

those who become problem drinkers years later will constitute a sample larger than six subjects,

Gomberg (1968) sees the current status of thl«'
type of research In terms of Its contribution to an under-

standing of alcoholism as consisting of some unacceptable

psychoanalytic concepts, several case studies, and a fair
amount of psychological test literature.

In a problem axe&

where Ideas are scarce and methodology weak, the least one
can say Is that the conclusions of Sutherland, Schroeder,

and Tordella (1950)

i

Syme (1957)

i

and Pranks (I960), that

there Is little of value In this llterat\ire and that there
Is no definition of the alcoholic personality, still hold.

It seems clear that whatever contribution this area of re-

search Is to make lies In longitudinal studies.

The mere

knowledge that certain personality or psychological test
characteristics distinguish samples of adult alcoholic patients
from other groups of people does not by Itself reveal a good
deal about the etiology of alcoholism.

The question of what

Is cause and what Is effect still remains a moot one In such

studies.

It seems almost trivial to state that distinguishing

characteristics may Just as well have resulted from prolonged
excessive drinking as have been the cause of It,

Carpenter

as
(1967) refers to the alcoholic personality search paragon

a "no-alcohol condition" experiment.

If subjects In the two

groups are matched on relevant criteria, the experimenter

must Infer that differences between the two groups are due
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either to the prolonged Immoderate use of alcohol in the
one group or characteristics In that group which are related
to the origin of alcoholism.

Learning Theory and Alcoholism ,
As a result of the general failure of studies to

Identify personality traits, psychiatric syndromes, or back-

ground characteristics that are common to and typify the alcoholic, more recent research on alcoholism has begun to be

concerned with the study of the alcoholic's general behavior
Insofar as that behavior may resemble the response of drinking excessively.

Vogel (I96I) has stressed that what Is

essential In accounting for some of the behaviors of alco-

holics Is a theory of general behavior rather than a theory
of alcoholic personality.

In this fraimework, no psychologi-

cal assumptions or generalizations about alcoholics are

made other than the behavlorea observation that alcoholics
are typified only by the persistence of the excessive drinking response.

Consequently, the most appropriate means of

studying alcoholism Is to analyze the excessive drinking
response Itself,

Clancy (1964) states that a high alcoholic Intake

becomes excessive when either poor health results or the
pursuit and consequences of drinking Interfere with important aspects of life such as work, family, and finances.

I

8

Excessive drinking literally means excessive Intake

quantitative Judgment
siderably more.

i

—

a

but in common usage it means con-

Among other things it includes the adverse

effect of the alcoholic's drinking behavior on others, the

manner and extent to which it Interferes with his life, and
Many of the Judg-

the frequency of the drinking episodes.

ments with respect to these factors are qualitative In addition to being quantitative.

Ultimately, the Judgment whether

a person's drinking is excessive is based on combined quan-

titative and qualitative observations.

Neglect of the full

meaning of the term gives rise to arguments about definition.

Definitions based on Intake alone are Inadequate, so also
are definitions which regard alcoholism as merely one of

many symptoms of a personality disorder.
Examination of the response of excessive drinking
leads to two questions concerning the alcoholic's behavior
1)

What serves to maintain the response? and,

2)

Why does

the response persist despite the fact that repeated excessive

drinking ruins the person's life?
question are numerous,
traditional explanations

Answers to the first

Relnert (1968) presents many of the
1

namely that the alcoholic drinks to

overcome borecelebrate, to get courage, to be sociable, to
the existential need
dom, to drown sorrows, or to satisfy
for transcendence, meaning, and purpose.

Other examples

of widely-accepted views are that the alcoholic Is basically

self-destructive as a result of Inward displacement

gression (Mennlnger, 1938)

t

cf

ag-

and the classical psychoanalytic

position that describes alcoholics as fixated at the oral
level of psychosexual development because of childhood

frustrations (Fenlchel, 19^5).

Learning theory provides an explanation to this
question, an explanation that has had relatively little ac-

ceptance In a field so dominated by the traditional search
for the "alcoholic personality".

The learning theory point

of view states simply that alcoholism Is fundamentally a bad
habit.

As Kepner (196^) points out, In analyzing the actual

behavior of drinking excessively, a basic assumption that Is
followed Is that alcoholism Is primarily functional and can

best be described within the context of reinforcement learning principles.

One such principle Is that Individuals learn

to repeat acts that have been accompanied by drive reduction

and to avoid acts that have been accompanied by punishment.
reThe use of alcohol Is seen as a source of two Important

wards.

First, the physiological changes produced by alcohol

relnforcers.
are pleasurable and are thus positive

Secondly,

noxious stimuli
alcohol provides temporary relief from such
these are reduced the
as anxiety and tension. Each time
tendency to repeat
drinking response Is reinforced and the
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the act Is strengthened. Through the process of stimulus

generalization, the cues associated with drinking become
stimuli which further trigger the drinking response,

Clancy (196^) emphasizes that the use of learning

principles provides

eui

explanation for the alcoholic's In-

ability to remain sober for any great length of time.

His

heavy drinking customarily ends In pain or displeasure composed of both physical

euid

psychological elements.

At this

time drinking takes on an averslve quality since It Is as-

sociated with pain,

ajid

abstinence ensues when the pain Is

stronger than the pleasure.

Because abstinence Is Initiated

by pain, the pain must be maintained If the abstinence Is to
be continued.

That Is, drinking Is associated with pain,

and this pairing between alcohol and displeasure must be

reinforced In order to sustain the need for abstinence.

How-

ever, by Its very nature, abstinence In Itself tends to pre-

vent such a reinforcement and Is generally dissociated from
the pain which prompted It,

Failure to reinforce the assocla-

tlon results In partial extinction, and, since there Is no

longer pain, there Is no need for abstinence.

Drinking Is

then resumed because the contemplated pleasure again out-

weighs the pain, at least for a time.
The learning theory approach In alcoholism has

enormous potential benefit, for If there Is validity to the'
for research
idea of alcoholism as a bad habit, possibilities
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and changing of the faulty habit are opened which are otherwise closed.

Teaching moderation, for example, as a pre-

ventive measure makes little sense If alcoholism Is thought
of as being due to Invariable predisposing factors.

Des-

pite the apparent merit of this approach. It has not held a

prominent place among the etiologies of alcoholism,
(I96O) presents several possible reasons for this.

Relnert
First,

for many theorists, terms such as suixlety and tension reduc-

tion, drive reduction, or the removal of fear motivated re-

straints are Important concepts but, nevertheless, are ways
of phrasing the explanation which seem too mechanistic to

explain the complexity of the behavior.

Secondly, It appears

possible that the part learning plays In the process of becoming an alcoholic Is so self-evident that many researchers

and therapists see no point In dwelling on the matter In
their writings,

Jelllnek (I96O) approaches this position

when he grants that a learning theory view Is "essential" to
alcoholism, and that It Is a "prerequisite" to bringing

about the conditions which are necessary for the develop-

ment of addiction.

However, his primary conclusion about

etiology Is that "the main structure around which research
should center Is the pharmacological process of addiction,"
The second question raised by analyzing the excessive drinking response, namely, why does the alcoholic conpays
tinue to drink excessively despite the consequences he
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for continuing, can be answBred satisfactorily
only through

learning theory principles.

Despite the rewards that are

provided through prolonged drinking (anxiety reduction,
etc.)

the punishments that the alcoholic Incurs considerably

outweigh the rewards.

These punishments often take the

form of poor health, lack of money, loss of family,
joss
of Job, etc.

In this paradigm, the behavior of the alcoholic

is described as "non-lntegratlve" (Mowrer and Ullman,
1945),'

that Is, Its consequences are ultimately more punishing
than rewarding.

Keller and Seeley's (1958) widely used definition
of alcoholism clearly Illustrates this last pointi

"

. . . .

a

chronic behavior disorder manifested by repeated drinking
of alcoholic beverages in excess of the dietary and social

uses of the community and to an extent that interferes with
the drinker's health or his social or economic functioning."

The last half of this definition is the crucial part.

Clearly,

neither the traditional explanations nor common sense provide an answer for the persistence of drinking in the face
of such dire consequences.

The learning theory approach

presented by Bollard and Miller (1950)
vide a more satisfactory explsuiation.

f

however, does pro-

According to this,

the tendency for a given action to be perpetuated or in-

hibited is influenced not only by the nature of the rewards
and punishments ("effects") of that action, but also by the

1.3

temporal order of these consequences.

Thus. If an immediate

consequence Is slightly rewarding, it may outweigh a

greater but more remote punishment.

This principle that

states that immediate reinforcements are more effective
than delayed ones is called the temporal gradient of rein-

forcement.

It meems that the immediate effects of a moderate

reduction in drive can be stronger than those of a much

greater Increase in pain that occurs long afterwards.

In

terms of alcoholism, the strengthening effect of an im-

mediate reinforcement on a symptom that is provided by drinking nay be much greater than the deterring effects of much

stronger but delayed punishments.
Consequently, analysis of excessive drinking be-

havior indicates that it may be seen as an insteuice of the
more general paradigm in which a response regularly receives

immediate reward and subsequent or delayed punishment.

Sim-

ilarly, the persistence of the response in alcoholics guar-

antees their receiving immediate rewards, but it frequently

precludes their obtaining many of the larger, but delayed,
rewards of life, rewards such as "socio or economic functioning" as stated in Keller and Seeley's definition.

From this examination of the response of excessive
drinking, the alcoholic can be described as a person who,
at least in a major area of his life, does not sacrifice an

immediate, easily foreseeable reward, for the possibility of

1^^

rewards which can only be Imagined as occurring some un-

known time In the future. That Is, he appears to be unable
to delay gratification and wait for future rewards, choos-

ing rather the guaranteed certainty of the immediate re-

wards that drinking provides.

Delay of Gratification Research
The idea that the alcoholic is unable to delay

gratification is not a new one, although it is only recently that actual experiments have been based on it.

Moreover, while the concept of delay of gratification
is also not a new one, until the last ten years little

scientific work was done to explore its Implications

aind

to deduce testable hypotheses. The concept was originally

a Preudisui one, and in psychoeuialytic theory it is seen
as a crucial process in the transition from diffuse asso-

ciative thinking to goal-directed, reality-oriented cognition. As Roberts and Erikson (I968) have pointed out, it
is perhaps because of Freud's vague dynsunic formulation

of the concept that little formal empirical research has

been done in this area until recently

Singer (1955), In reviewing the are of delayed
gratification, states

1

"Some people do manifest a persis-

tent style of coming to terms with their environment which

Involves relative delay of Immediate reactions to needs or

provocative stimulation and employment of planfulness or
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fantasy In their mode of relating." Thus It Is theorized
that many people exhibit a characteristic life style of

forfeiting small Immediate rewards for rewards that are

perceived to be larger, even thoiigh the attainment of
these larger rewards Is uncertain and In the future,

Mlschel, who has done considerable work de-

fining the variables underlying preference for delayed reinforcement, found that willingness to give up a small Im-

mediate reward In favor of a larger delayed one Is positively

related toi (1) differences In certain ethnic and racial
backgrounds (1958)

i

(2)

need achievement (1961a)

presence of the father In the home (1961b)

i

j

(3)

and (^) social

responsibility and trust behavior (I96I0). Mlschel and

Metzner (1962) found that preference for delayed reward
Is positively related to age and Intelligence and nega-

tively related to the length of the delay Interval, I.e.,
that the expectation for receiving a reward decreases with
Its temporal distance. Kllneberg (I968), also studying

children, has shown that the capacity to choose a larger
reward, delayed for a relatively short and specified period

of time, over a smaller reward available Immediately Is

related to the degree to which personal future events In
general appear to be endowed with a sense of reality, as
well as to the degree of everyday preoccupation with future

rather than present events.

In gereral, the conclusions concerning the con-

cept of temporal gradient of reward confirm the findings
of Mahrer (1956), namely, 1) that Immediate rewards are

preferred over delayed rewards, and

2)

that the effective-

ness of a reward diminishes with Increasing delay. However, as Mlschel, Grusec, and Masters (I969) point out,

the effects of temporal punishment on human behavior are

not as well known, Kamln (1959) has demonstrated a delay
of p\inlshment gradient with rats, and Solomon (1964) has

argued for the existence of a gradient effect of delayed
punishment similar to that of delayed reward. The experimental manipulation of temporal punishments with humans has
not been extensive. Cook and Barnes (1964) have shown that

normal subjects tend to prefer an Immediate punishment
(shock) over one that Is delayed, and Hare (I966) has demon-

strated that the emotional effects and the averslve properties of future pain or punishment are relatively small for

psychopaths. Whereas the normal person finds It distressing to wait for some unpleasant unavoidable event, the

psychopath does not. The emotional significance of future
punishment Is of relatively little Immediate concern to him.
Experiments manipulating temporal variables have

been a recent development In research on alcoholism. These
studies are based on the observation that the alcoholic's

excessive drinking behavior Is characterized by the per-
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slstence of frequent, but delayed, punishments, and they
are designed to study whether the alcoholic's non-drlnklng

behavior resembles the response of drinking excessively.

Banks and Vogel-Sprott (I965)

,

using adult male alcoholics

and non-alcohollcs, found that an Immediately rewarded
response Is more difficult to suppress when It Is punished
on a delayed basis than when the punishment occurs closer
In time to the reward, Vogel-Sprott and Bemks (I965) com-

pared the frequency of an Immediately rewarded (IR) response In alcoholics and non-alcohollcs under conditions of

Immediate punishment (IP) and delayed punishment (DP), The
IR-IP paradigm presented a penny (IR) and shock (IP) simul-

taneously Immediately after a particular response. The IRDP condition presented a penny Immediately after the response, and the shock occurred thirty seconds later. The hy-

pothesis was that alcoholics cannot modify their behavior
under delayed punishment as well as can non-alcohollcs.
The results were not conclusive. Contrary to expectations,
the difference between alcoholics' and non-alcoholics' per-

formance was not significantly greater under delayed than

under Immediate punishment. However, the differences were
In the predicted direction, and the authors suggested

changes In experimental procedure as a means of reassessing
the hypothesis.

,
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A similar experimental paradigm (Vogel-Sprott
1967)

suggested that alcoholics cannot suppress a rewar-

ded response in spite of punishment. However, the results
were open to the conclusion that a failure to curtail the

response may characterize neurotics in general, regardless of whether they are alcoholics.
The essential questions with which these studies

have attempted to deal, namely, what are the effects of

delayed versus immediate punishment on alcoholics, and are
these effects different for non-alcoholics, remain

ung^f^-

swered. However, the results lead to the speculation that

when the excessive drinking response is acquired it may
be difficult to suppress because the reward is relatively

immediate but the punishment is delayed. Moreover, since

alcoholics are typified by the response, it may be that
its persistence in them is indicative of their more general inability to curtail any delayed punished response.

Smart (I968) speculates that one possible explanation for alcoholics* ability to tolerate delayed punish-

ment may be that they have developed a different time
orientation than non-alcoholics. Using a test requiring
the description of future events, as well as a story com-

pletion test, he found a significant difference between alcoholics and social drinkers in terms of future time perspective. He theorizes that the alcoholic does not respond

1^
to delayed punishments for drinking because they appear

In a shortened and poorly perceived future,

A study by Plnkel (196?) suggested that delayed

reward was not as effective for alcoholics as It was for

non-alcohollcs. An experimental situation was used In
which Ss had to suppress a response which produced

eui

Im-

mediate reward but lost a larger delayed reward. In addition, to obtain a larger reward at a later time, Ss had to

forfeit a present reward. The results indicated that al-

coholics are deficient In the ability to suppress a response
which obtained a small momentary reward but lost a larger

delayed reward. No conclusion could be reached regarding
the alcoholic's hypothesized Inability to forfeit a present

reward for a later one.
The results of all these studies suggest several

Important hypotheses for additional euialyses of alcoholics*
behavior. The failure of Vogel-Sprott and Banks (1965) to
find that the differences between alcoholics and non-alco-

hollcs were not significantly greater under delayed than

under Immediate punishment may be due In part to the nature
of the experimental procedure. Both Immediate and delayed

punishment (shock) were Inflicted only to responses that
rerB immediately rewarded. The response was a sequence of
three button presses to a tone from a signal generator, and
the reward was a penny. The immediacy of the reinforcer
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and the delayed nature of the punishment were designed to
be similar In nature to the sequence 6f reward and punish-

ment Inherent In excessive drinking.

However, the simpli-

city of the task was such that It required almost no effort
for Ss to avoid receiving the shock.

They merely had to

suppress the response of pushing the buttons In order to

receive the penny.

The question then arises whether the

alcoholic could be as successful as the non-alcoholic In
avoldJ.ng the delayed punishment If he were called on to do

more than simply suppressing an Innocuous response.
Is,

That

could he actively persevere at working at a task In

order to avoid receiving a delayed punishment.
The passive nature of the task used In the above
study, l.e,, the lack of activity In avoiding a delayed

punishment or obtaining a reward Is not really analagous
to the situation the alcoholic faces In dally life.

Nor

Is the procedure used by Flnkel (196?) directly related
to what must be done In reality.

In that study, the alcoholic

could earn delayed reward simply by enduring frustration for
a long enough time.
out.

However, as Mlschel (I966) has pointed

In most life situations the attainment of larger re-

wards, or the avoidance of punishments. Involves contin-

gencies other than, or In addition to^ simple waiting.

He

of resuggests experimental designs where the attainment

contingent upon the
wards or the avoidance of punishment Is
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successful performance of an Instrumental task, both with

and without additional waiting.
Purpose of Study

.

This study proposed to assess the extent to which
the alcoholic's non-drlnklng behavior resembles the response

of excessive drinking.

The principle question with which It

was concerned was whether the alcoholic Is less able than
the non-alcoholic to modify his behavior when the conse-

quences of that behavior are not Immediate.

It also attem-

pted to determine which reward and punishment temporal
schedules are most effective In changing the alcoholic's
The effects of the following reinforcement schedules

behavior.

on the behavior of alcoholics and non-alcoholics were In-

vestigated!

1)

The ability to work to obtain Immediate

reward

I

2)

The ability to work In order to obtain delayed

reward

J

3)

The ability to work In order to avoid Immediate

punishment; and, k)

The ability to work In order to avoid

delayed punishment.

In addition, as a control variable,

the effects of a no reinforcement schedule were also studied.

The essential hypothesis of the study was that

alcoholics would perform significantly poorer than non-

alcohollcs on a task under the two conditions of delayed
reinforcement.

That Is, alcoholics would be less able than

non-alcohollcs to work In order to avoid receiving delayed
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punishment or to obtain delayed reward.

However, while

the prediction was made that delayed consequences would

differentially effect the groups, It was predicted that

under Immediate reinforcement conditions, as well as the
no reinforcement schedule, the two groups would perform

essentially comparably.

It was also predicted that the

alcoholics' performance under the delay schedules would not
be significantly higher than their performance under the
no reinforcement condition.

That Is, delayed consequences

would be no more effective In modifying the alcoholics' be-

havior than no consequences at all. However, a significant
difference between the effect of no reinforcement

suid

de-

layed reinforcement was predicted for the non-alcohollcs,

with performance under delayed conditions being greater
than under no reinforcement.

Furthermore, It was hypothe-

sized that while the non-alcohollcs' performance under Im-

mediate reinforcements would not be significantly higher
than under delayed consequences, this difference would be
a significant one for the alcoholics, with performeince under

Immediate consequences exceeding that under delayed.

Lastly,

it seemed likely that within the two delay conditions the

alcoholics' Inability to perform under such consequences

would result In a significant decrease In their behavior
from the first half of the task to the second half.

No

such trend effect was predicted for the non-alcohollcs.
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METHOD
aub.lects

Two groups of male subjects, matched according
1^0

age, educational,

socio-economic, and ethnic differ-

ences were used In this study,
1)

Alcoholics, These subjects were drawn from

the alcoholic population at a hospital which has a special

program and a separate ward for the care and treatment of
problem drinkers. Acceptance into the problem drinkers*

program mesins that the patient's primary diagnosis Is
chronic alcoholism. No patient In this group was Included
In the study who,

In addition to his alcoholism, had medi-

cal evidence of orgeuilc damage or a diagnosis of any form

of psychosis. In addition, no alcoholic was tested who had

been In the hospital less than one week, A total of fifty
patients who met these crlterls participated In the experiment,
2)

Non-alcoholics, This group consisted of fifty

patients from the same hospital. They were obtained from
three separate wards, and none of them had a history of

alcoholism, had ever been diagnosed as psychotic, or had

amy medical evidence of orgatilclty. Appendix A presents
the age, educational, ooolo-economlc, and ethnic charac-

teristics of both groups.

Apparatus
The apparatus consisted of a two plate metal

2if

tapping board, a metal tapping stylus, a digital counter,

and a Tursky type shock apparatus designed for use with
h\mans, similar to that presented In Tursky, Watson, amd

O'Connell (1965). The two plates were attached to a board
so that their centers were twenty-four Inches apart. Each

time either plate was struck by the stylus the counter was
The shock apparatus was connected to the sub-

activated.

ject by an electrode placed on the Inside of the wrist of
the non-tapping arm.

The experimental room was arranged

In such a manner that S sat In front of the tapping plates

and was shielded from E by a large board.

To S's left

was a chute through which money was dispensed Into a glass
dish.

In front of E was the counter, the shock appauratus,

and a tape-recorder to present the Instructions.
Procedure

.

The positive reinforcement used for both the Im-

mediate and delayed reward groups was money.

This appeared

to be the most appropriate reward, particularly for the de-

layed reward subjects, for the following reason.

As Bandura

and Walters (196^) have pointed out, one reaction to a task
In which Individuals have to tolerate delay of reward and
to persist In the pursuit of a goal Is to devalue the

worth of the goal object that appears to be Inaccessible
or not readily attained.

The likelihood of this occurring

was reduced by making use of the generalized reinforcing

properties of money.

In addition, each subject In the
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delayed reward group received a promlsary note (Appendix B)

before the experiment began, signed by the experimenter and the
director of psychological research In the hospital, promising to
pay him In one week the amoiint he earned In the study. As

Kllne-

berg (1968) has shown, the capacity to work for a delayed reward
Is related to the degree to which personal future events In gen-

eral appear to be endowed with a sense of reality. The purpose

of the official appearing promlsary note was to Increase the

subjects' expectation that the money would be paid to him.

The punishment was electric shock. The shock was ad-

ministered by the method of establishing Individual pain thresholds discussed In Nichols and Tursky (I967). The shock was ad-

Justed for each subject Individually at the start of the experiment. Each subject first received a barely detectable level.

The level was then increased In steps until the subject
stated that It had become uncomfortable enough so that he
did not want It raised any higher. That level was the one
he received during the experiment, Parke and Walters (1963)

have already shown that alcoholics and non-alcohol Ics do not

differ In their selection of a noxious level of electric
shock. The Immediate and delayed Intervals of punishment

were 0 and 30 seconds. These Intervals were employed be-

cause they have been used successfully to demonstrate a de-

lay of punishment gradient. Banks and Vogel-Sprott (I965)

found a significant difference between 0 seconds Immediate

i
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punishment (IP) and 30 seconds delayed punishment (DP)
In terms of less suppression of a rewarded response under
30 seconds DP than under 0 seconds IP, However, they found

no significant differences between 30 seconds DP and either
60 or 90 second DP Intervals,

Depending on which reinforcement schedule S was
on,

the following Instructions were presented to him by

means of a tape recording.

Immediate Reward Schedule (IR)« E Informed S
that the purpose of the study was to learn how fast people

were able to tap from one board to another. E then demon-

strated the tapping and allowed S to tap several times.
The following Instructions

weite

then given

Your Job Is to tap as fast as you ceui
until you are told to stop. If you have
tapped fast enough by the time you are told
to stop, you will be paid twenty cents.
However, If you do not tap fast enough,
you will not earn any money. Now, when
you are told to begin, start to tap as
fast as you can.

After S had tapped for thirty seconds, no

matter what his total number of taps was, E gave him
twenty cents In the form of four nickels which were

dispensed through the chute, S was then toldi
That time you tapped fast enough
from now
to earn thh TBoney , However
you
will
tap
you
that
time
on, each
did
you
than
Just
faster
have to tap
time
Each
money.
more
earn
In order to
did,
you
Just
than
faster
you do not tap
Now,
money.
any
receive
you will not
when you are told to begin again, start
to tap as fast as you can.
,

i
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S then went through ten more 30 second tapping

trials, with 30 seconds of rest between each trial. Each

time he exceeded his Inlltal tapping rate, he received

twenty cents Immediately after the tapping trial.

Delayed Reward Schedule (DR)

i

As In IR, E

explained the nature of the task, demonstrated tapping

and allowed S to tap several times. The following
Instructions were then presentedi

Your Job Is to tap as fast as you
can until you are told to stop. If you
have tapped fast enough by the time you
are t61d to stop, you will be paid twenty
cents, although you will not be able to
receive the money imtll a week from today. Each time that you are able to tap
fast enough by the time you are told to
stop, you will earn twenty more cents,
which you will be paid In one week. You
will be given a copy of an. lOU which both
you and the experimenter will sign that
promises to pay you the amount of money
you are able to earn. We Will fill In
the amount at the end of the study. However, If you do not tap fast enough, you
will not earn any money. Now, when you
are told to begin, start to tap as fast
as you can.
As In the IR schedule, S tapped for 30 seconds,
and no matter what his total number of taps was, E recorded on the lOU that S had earned twenty cents, and he

Informed S of this, S was told the following
That time you tapped fast enough
to earn the money. However, from now
on, each time that you tap, you will
have to tap faster than you Just did
In or^r to earn more money. Each time
you do not tap faster than you Just did,
you will not earn any money. Now, when
you are told to begin again, start to
tap as fast as you can.
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The identical procedure as for IR was repeated,
the sole exception being that each time S exceeded his

Initial tapping

irate

he was informed that he had earned

twenty cents, rather than receiving the money.

Immediate Punishment Schedule (IP)i Tursky's
(1965) method of establishing individual pain thresholds

was used for all Ss. After S had been exposed to a graded

series of electric shocks on his wrist and had told E

when the level had become uncomfortable enough for him
that he would not like it to be raised any higher, E ex-

plained the nature of the task, demonstrated tapping, and
allowed S to tap several times. The following instructions were then presentedi

Your Job is to tap as fast as you
can until you are told to stop. If you
have tapped fast enough by the time you
are told to stop, you will not receive
a shock. However, if you do not tap fast
enough you will feel a shock on your arm
Just like the last one you received. Now,
when you are told to begin, start to tap
as fast as you can.

After S had tapped for thirty seconds, no matter
what his total number of taps was, he receivcu

**

&hock

immediately at the end of the thirty seconds of tapping,
S was then told the following:

You did not tap fast enough that
time to avoid receiving the shock. However, from now on, each time that you
are able to tap faster than you Just did
you will not receive the shock. Each
time that you do not tap faster than you
Just did, you will feel the shock again.
Now, when you are told to begin, start
to tap as fast as you can.
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The same procedure as in IR and DR schedules was
repeated, the exception being that If S did not exceed his

Initial tapping level he received an Immediate shock.

Delayed Punishment Schedule (DP)i The procedure

and Instructions for the DP schedule were Identical to
that of IP except that the shock was administered 30 sec-

onds after the completion of a tapping trial that did not

exceed the Initial trial total.
No Reward - No Punishment Schedule

i

As In the

four reinforcement conditions, E explained the study, demon-

strated tapping, and allowed S to tap several times. The

following Instructions were presentedi

Your Job Is to tap as fast as you
can until you are told to stop. Now,
when you are told to begin, start to
tap as fast as you can.

After S had tapped for 30 seconds the following
instructions were presentedi

From now on each time that you tap,
you are to try to tap faster than you
Just did. When you are told to begin
again, start to tap as fast as you ceui.
To review, the groups of subjects for this study

consisted of fifty alcoholics and fifty non -alcoholics.
Within each group ten Ss were tested under each of the
four reinforcement conditions,

1 ,e,

,

immediate and delayed

reward, and immediate and delayed punishment. In addition,
ten alcoholics and ten non-alcoholics were also tested

under the no reinforcement control condition.
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RESULTS
The results of this study were analyzed In terms
of two dependent measures

i

1)

mean number of success

scores? and 2) mean rate-of -tapping differences from the

base-rate level, A success score was earned by a subject's
exceeding his base-rate level of tapping on any given trial.
Thus, a maximum of ten success scores was possible for all

subjects. The second dependent measure, the average tap-

ping rate differences from base-rate, was obtained by determining the difference between each subject's base level
tapping rate and his performance on each trial. The mean
of these ten trial differences was then calculated for each
subject. These scores represent a more sensitive measure
of the effect of the reinforcement conditions than do the

success scores which are essentially binary data, for,

unlike the success scores, they reflect the magnitude of
change from the base-line performance. All data were

analyzed by analysis of

vsurlsuice,

and all a posteriori

comparisons between means of significant Interactions
were carried out by the Tukey procedure of testing for a

significant gap, a procedure discussed In Edwards (195^).

Success Scores
Table

1

summarizes the analysis of variance of

and dethe success scores for both groups under Immediate
Inlayed reward and punishment. Examination of the table

not slgnlfldicates that the main effect of groups (A) was

Table

1

Analysis of Variance of Immediate and Delayed Reward and
Punishment Tapping Behavior - Success Scores

Source of Variance

df

Between Ss
Groups Ta)
Reinforcement Type (B)
Reinforcement Time (c)
A X B
A X C

79

B X C
A X B X C

Ss/A X B X C

Within Ss
Trials (T)
A X
B X
C X
A X
A X

T
T

T

B X T
C X T
B X C X T
A X 3 X C X T
Ss X T/A X 3 X C

*

£ <.05

»* £

***

£

<^

.01

< .001

ms

1

2.756>

1

3.906
16. 256
11.556
23.256
17.556
9.506
1.297

1

1
1
1
1

72

F

2.123
3.010
12. 525***
8.903**
17.918***
13.526***
7.32^**

80
1

1
1
1
1

2.756
^.256
0.756
1

.806

0.006
1

1

2.256
0.006
0.656

72

3.^08
1

.152

2.752
0.009

.^10^

T

1

'4-.200*

3.^38
0.009

cant.

Alcoholics obtained an average of 7,5 successes over

all reinforcement conditions, compared to 8,0 for the non-

alcohollcs. Similarly, the main effect of reinforcement
type (B) was not significant, the mean number of successes

under immediate and delayed reward being 7,^, compared with
8,1 under immediate and delayed punishment.

The significant main effect of reinforcement time
(C)

is based on the average number of successes of both

groups under immediate and delayed reinforcement.

As was

expected, immediate reinforcement was more effective in

increasing performance than was delayed.

Under immediate,

the average number of successes was 8,4, compared with 7.1

under delayed.
The significant interaction of groups by rein-

forcement type is based on the average number of success
scores for each group under reward and punishment.

The al-

coholics obtained an average of 8,3 successes under punishment compared with an average of 6,6 under reward, while
the non-alcoholics' mean number of successes under reward

and punishment were 7.8 and 8.2 respectively.

The Tukey

test revealed that for all Interactions of between subjects'

variables, a difference between the means of 0,97 Is significant at £/ .05, while a difference of 1.3 is significant
at £<;.01,

(2C

Consequently, alcoholics achieved significantly

than under reward,
.01) more successes under punishment

under both rewhile the non-alcoholics 'average successes

,
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Inforcement types were essentially comparable. In addition,

under reward the alcoholics achieved significantly (£

,01)

<^

fewer successes than did the non-alcohollcs.
The significant Interaction of groups by rein-

forcement time was In the predicted direction. That Is,

while alcoholics achieved significantly (£ ^,01) more
successes under Immediate than delayed (8,9 vs. 6,1), the

performance of non-alcohollcs was not differentially effected by these temporal conditions (X

-

Immediate = 7,9

j

X -

delayed = 8,1), Comparing groups, the alcoholics achieved
significantly (£ ^»^5) more successes under Immediate

reinforcement than did the non-alcohollcs, while under
delayed reinforcement there was a reversal of effect, with
the non-alcohollcs obtaining significantly (£ ^,01) more

successes than the alcoholics.

Examination of the significant reinforcement type
by reinforcement time Interaction reveals that under reward
there were significantly (£

<

.01)

more successes In the

immediate condition than the delayed (8,7 vs. 6.1), while

under punishment Immediate and delayed did not differentially effect performance (X

delayed = 8,1

-

Immediate = 8.0

j

X

-

)

The significant groups by reinforcement type by

reinforcement time Interaction Is presented In Figure

1.
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Figure

Mean Group Successes
forcement
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0
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The alcoholics, as predicted, averaged signifi-

cantly (£<^ .01) fewer successes under delayed reward
(4,1)

than did the non-alcohollcs (8,2). Contrary to

expectations, there was no significant difference In the

mean number of successes obtained by alcoholics under
the Immediate and delayed punishment conditions (X - Imme-

diate = 8,6; X

-

delayed = 8,1), However, as predicted,

the average number of success scores achieved by the non-

alcohollcs was not differentially effected by temporal
conditions under either reinforcement type.
As Table

1

Indicates, the only significant within

Ss variable was the main effect of trials. The mean num-

ber of successes for the first five trials was 4,0, com-

pared with 3,7 for the second five.

Difference Scores
Table

2

summarizes the analysis of variance com-

puted on the average differences In tapping rate by alcoholics and non-alcohollcs under the various reinforcement
conditions.

Examination of Table

2

Indicates that neither

the groups nor reinforcement types significantly effected
the extent of deviation from base-line performance. The

significant effect of reinforcement time Is reflected In
the average Increase In response rate under the Immediate

reinforcement conditions compared with delayed reinforcement. Tapping rate Increased an average of 21,2 under
an average of 12.7 under delayed.

Immediate

The slgnlflceint groups by reinforcement type

Interaction Is presented In Figure

2.

Figure 2

Mean Group Tapping Rate Changes as a Function of Reinforcement Type
25
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Table

2

Analysis of Variance of Immediate and Delayed Reward and
Punishment Tapping Behavior - Difference Scores

Source of Variance

df

Between Ss
Groups Ta)
Reinforcement Type
Reinforcement Time
A X E
A X C

79

B X C
A X B X C
X c
Ss/A X

within Ss
Trials (T)
A X T
B X T
C X T
A X 3 X T
A X C X T
B X C X T
A X B X C X T
Ss X T/A X B X C

*

*

£ <

.05

<

.01

TD

F

87.912
60.762
7^9.090
397.530
636.006
653.672
395.01?

1.062
0.73^
9.050**
^.803*
7.68U«»
7.898**
^K372*

1
1
1
1

66.822
7.1^0
55.932

1

7.^82
69.^32
201.152

3.658
0.390
3.062
3.088
0.409
3.801
n .Of 2**
2.613

1
(^)
(C)

ms

1
1
1
1
i
1

80

11
1
1

72

56.^6

^7.7^+2
18.26'^

_

.
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The Tukey test revealed that for all between

subjects* variables a difference of 7.8 between the means
Is significant at

2^.05, and

significant at £^.01.

a difference of 10.7 Is

It Is seen from Figure 2 that

reward and punishment differentially effected the performajice of

alcoholics and non-alcohollcs

,

More specifically,

alcoholics Increased their rate of tapping under punishment
significantly

reward (X

-

(£<^ .05)

greater than their Increment under

punishment = 22, 9i X

-

reward = 1^,1), while

the performance of non-alcohollcs was not differentially

effected by the type of reinforcement (X
13.61 X

-

-

punishment =

reward = 17.5)

The significant Interaction of groups by reinforce-

ment time Is presented In Figure
Figure

3.

3

Mean Group Tapping Rate Cheuiges as a Function of Reinforcement Time
A = Alcoholics
NA = Non -Alcoholics

30r

A
25Meaji

Tapping
Rate 20.
Change
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15.

A
10|-

Immedlate

Delayed

38.

Figure

3

reveals that, as predicted, while the

performance rate of alcoholics was slgnlf Icently (£<.01)

reduced from Immediate reinforcement (X = 26.8) to delayed
(X = 10,2)

there was no essential change In the performance

of non-alcohol Ics across temporal conditions (X
= 15.8; X delayed = 15.2),

-

immediate

Moreover, the results In-

dicate that alcoholics perform at a slgnlf Icstntly (£s( .01)

higher rate than non-alcohol Ics when the consequences of
their performance are Immediate,
The significant reinforcement type by reinforce-

ment time Interaction Is presented In Figure 4
Figure ^

Mesm Reinforcement Type Tapping Rate Change as a P\inctlon
of Reinforcement Time
R = Reward
P 3 Punishment
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Bxamlnatlon of the figure Indicates that there
was a significantly (£<.01) greater Increase In perfor-

mance rate, relative to the base-line, under Immediate re-

ward (I = 24,2) than under delayed reward {1 s 7,k),

Under Immediate and delayed punishment, however, the Incre-

ment In performance rate remained stable
18, 6|

3C

-

-

Immediate s

delayed = 18.0).
The significant group by reinforcement type by

reinforcement time Interaction Is presented In Figure

5.

Figure 5

Mean Group Tapping Rate Change as a Function of Reinforcement Type and Time
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The figure reveals that under conditions of delayed reward the alcoholics' mean performance

was significantly

(5f

=

-1,3)

<^.01) reduced when compared to their

performance rate under either immediate rev/ard

=:

+29,6)

or to the performance of non-alcoholics under both the im-

mediate and dela:/ed reward conditions
X

-

delayed

- +""/,?),

(JT

-

immediate = +18.7;

Furthermore, under both immediate

conditions the alcoholics* rate of performance increase was

significantly

<

,01)

greater than that of the non-alco-

holics under immediate consequences,
A crucial finding from the figure is that under

the delayed revrard condition, the performance rate of al-

coholics was suppressed slightly below their base-rate level
of responding.

Thus, while alcoholics and non-alcoholics

increased their performance rate under both immediate re-

ward and immediate punishment, with the rate increment significantly (£ <.01) greater for alcoholics, a delay in
the presentation of reward to alcoholics produced a decrease
that of
in their performance rate to a level comparable to
a condition of no rei^ard.

Delayed punishment, on the con-

immediat
trary, was functionally equivalent to conditions of

reward or immediate punishment for alcoholics.

In contrast

a comparable
to the alcoholics, non-alcoholics maintained

delayed
level of performance throughout all immediate and

reinforcement conditions.

ill

Figure 6 presents the means

oil

which the signifi-

cant Interaction of reinforcement type by reinforcement
time by trials Is based.

Figure 6

Mean trial Tapping Rate Changes as a Function of Reinforcement Type and Time
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The Tukey test revealed that a difference of 3.7

between the means Id required for significance a Jt<^.05,
and a difference of 4,8 Is needed for significance at

£

<

,01,

As Is seen In the jflgure, while tapping rate

under Immediate reward Increased slightly but not slgnlfl.
cantly from the first five trials to the second
trials 1-5 = 10. 3

»

X

-

{7.

-

trials 6-10 = 13. 8J, under delayed

reward It decreased sightly, but, again, not significantly (f - trials 1-5 = 5.3i

5c

-

trials 6-10 = 2.0). Under punishment, tapping rate

Increased slightly, although not significantly, for both
immediate and delayed conditions on the second five trials

compared to the first.

Comparison of No Reinforcement and Delayed Reward.
Tables
coTnparinp; the no

layed reward.

3

and h su^nmarlze the analyses of variance

reinforcement control condition with de-

Table

cess score measure.

summarizes the analysis on the suc-

3

The si^^nif leant main effect of groups

is based on the alcoholics having achieved an average of

3.8 successes on both conditions, compared with a mean of
fj.'i-

for non-alcoholics.

The significant reinforcement type

effect is due to delayed reward being more effective in

increasing performance than no reinforcement
6.1; X

-

(5c

-

delayed =

no reinforcement = 4.1).

The significant interaction of groups by rein-

forcement type is based on the mean number of success scores
for each group under each condition.

The Tukey test indi-

cated a difference of 1.1 is needed for the means to be

significant at £

<

and a difference of 1.5 is required

.05,

for significance at 2

<

'Ol.

As predicted, the alcoholics'

mean number of successes under both conditions were essentially comparable (X
3,6),

-

delayed = 4.1; X

-

no reinforcement =

In contrast, as was also predicted, the non-alcohollcs

Table 3

Analysis of Variance of No Reinforcement Schedule and
Delayed Reward Tapping Behavior - Success Scores

Source of Variance

df

ms

Between Ss
Groups Ta)
Reinforcement Type
A X B
Ss/A X 3

39
'{

32.512

18.388***

21.01?!

11. 88^^**

12.012
1.768

6,79k*

Within Ss
Trials'lT)
A X T
B X T
A X 3 X T

Ss X T/A X 3

*

**

£ < .05
£

<

.01

*** £ <..00]

(B)

1
1

36

F

UO
1
1
1
1

36

32.512
0.112
3.612
2.812
0.706

•

45.993»*»
0.159
5.110*
3.9?8

Table

Analysis of Variance of No ReinToTc^mt^r^f q,.;,^^ n
layed Reward Tapping Behavior
-'Dl??:rence1"ore:

Between
GroDpc Ta)
Rejnf-orcement Type (B)

Ss/A X 3

Within Ss
Trials (T)
? ^ ^
^ ^

Ss T T/A X B

**

2 <

*** £

<

.01

.001

39
1
1

1

36

628.320
782. 50O

205.^^0
55.939

11.232**
I3.988***
3.672

Z^O

1

58^^.280

1

86.112
29.0^0
27.16^

1

36

21. 508***

.170

i:o69

^

^5

obtained si!?nlf Icantly (£

:^.01)

more successes under

delayed reward (X s 8.2) than under no reinforcement (X =
4.6). Furthermore, the groups did not differ from each

other under no reinforcement.
The significant effect of trials is due to the

differential effect on rate of performance of the first
five trials compared vrlth the second five. The mean num-

ber of successes achieved on trials 1-5 was 3.2, while an

average of 1,9 was obtained on trials 6-10, The slgnlflcsuit

Interaction of reward type by trials Is based on the

mean number of success scores on the two trial blocks

under no reinforcement and delayed reward. The results of
the Tukey test Indicated a difference of 0.71 between means
Is needed for significance at

£ ^

.05, smd a difference of

0.97 Is needed at £ < .01. Under no reinforcement, slgnlflcfimtly (£ c .01) more successes were achieved on trials

1-5 (X = 2.9) than on trials 6-10 (X

=«

1.2), Likewise,

the same significant (£ C ,05) effect Is seen under delayed

reward (X

-

trials 1-5 = 3.5i X - trials 6-10 = 2.6).

Table k summarizes the analysis of variance on
the average tapping rate differences from base-level per-

formance for both groups under no reinforcement and delayed
reward. The significant group effect is reflected in the

average change in response rate of the two groups. Com-

bining over both conditions, the alcoholics' mean tapping

^^6

rate decreased 2.2 from base-level,
whereas the non-alcohollcs
showed a mean Increment in performance
of
The significant main effect of reinforcement type is
reflected
In the

average increase in response rate under the
delayed reward
condition compared with no reinforcement. Tapping
rate

increased an average of 3.7 under delayed reward,
while

under no reinforcement there was a mean decrement
of 2.5.
The significant trials effect is based on an average
in-

crease in performance rate of 3.3 under the first five
trials, whereas performance under the second five trials

decreased an average of 2.1.
Comparison of No Reinforcement and Delayed Punishment
Table

5

presents the analysis of variance on the

groups* average success scores under no reinforcement and

delayed punishment.

The significant effect of reinforce-

ment type reveals that delayed punishment was the more ef-

fective in increasing performance, the mean success scores

being 9.1 under delayed punishment compared with 4.1 under
no reinforcement.

The significant trial

effect is based

on there having been an average of 3.5 successes In trials

1-5 compared with an average of 2.6 in trials 6-10.

Exam-

ining the significant interaction of reinforcement type by
trials, the Tukey test indicated that a difference between
the means of 0.53 is needed for significance at £

^

.05f

^7

Table

5

Analysis of Variance of No Reinforcement Schedule and
Delayed Punishment Tapping Behavior - Success Scores

Between Ss
Groupn Ta)
Reinforcement Type
A X B
Ss/A X 3
Within Ss
Trials (T)
A y T
3 X T
A X B X T
Ss X T/A X 3

*** £

^ .001

39
1

(3)

1

1

36

1.250
80.000
1.250
1.563

0.799
51.15^***
0.799

16,200
0.050
12.800
2.^50
0.930

17.^08»*»
0.053
13.754***
2.632

ko
1

1
1
1

36

and a difference of 0.71 Is required for

significance at

The interaction Is explained by the fact that

£ <.01,

there was a significant (£<;.01) decrease In success

scores under no reinforcement from the first trial block
to the second (X - trials 1-5 = 2,9

i

X

- trials 6-10 «

1.2), while under delayed punishment there was no differ-

ential effect of trials on success scores (J - trials 1-5

X

»

-

trials 6-10

=>

i+.O).

Table 6 presents the analysis of varlsuice for
the no reinforcement-delayed punishment difference scores.

The significant main effeot of reinforcement type Is du»
to the fact that performance rate decreased an average of

2,5 under no reinforcement while under delayed punishment

there was an average Increase In rate of 9.0.

The signifi-

cant reinforcement type by trials Interaction Is presented
In Figure 7.

Figure 7

Mean Trial Tapping Rate Change Under No Reinforcement and

Delayed Punishment
NR = No Reinforcement
DP s Delayed
Punishment

+12 -'

^
Mean
Tap- + 6 _
ping
3
Rate + ^
Change 0
- 3.

-

- 6^,
- 9

Trials
1-5

Trlsas
6-10

Table

6

Analysis of Variance of No Reinforcement Schedule and Delayed Puni shment Tapping Behavior - Difference Scores

Source of Variance

df

Between Ss
Groups Ta)
Reinforcement Type

39

A X

P-

Ss/A X B

Within Ss
Trials (T)
A X T
B X T
A X 3 X T
Ss X T/A X 3

**

2

<

.001

1
(3)

1
1

36

ms

9.6^6
2661.355
191 .642

F

0.104
28.8l6***
2.075

92.355

40
1
1
1

1

36

77.973
1.866
605.990
2.106
20.312

3.838
0.091
29.833***
0.013
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Results from the

T^jikey

test Indicated that dif-

ferences between the means of 3.9 and 5.3 are needed for

significance at 2 C,.05 and
seen from the

inforcement

figijire

v/as

£<

.01 respectively.

As is

while performance rate under no re-

significantly (£ <^ ,01) decreased from

the first five trials (7 = +1.2)

to the second

{7.

= -6.2),

under delayed punishment there was a slight but insignificant rise in tapping rate over trials (7
+7,2; I

-

-

trials 1-5 =

trials 6-10 = +10.7).

Comparisons of No Reinforcement and Immediate Reward
In looking at the data for the no reinforceraent-

immediate reward conditions, it is clearest to examine both

dependent measures together.

Tables

7

and

8

present the

analysis cf variance for the success scores and difference
scores respectively on these conditions.
of rein'f'orcement type was as expected;

The main effect

immediate reward

was more effective in increasing performance than was no
The average number of successes under im-

reinforcement.

mediate reward was 8,8, compared with 2.5 under no reinforcement.

Similarly, while tapping rate decreased an

average of 2.5 under no reinforcement, it showed an average
Increase under immediate reward of 12.1.

main effect of trials seen In Table

7

The significant

is based on the fact

that over both conditions more successes were achieved on

trials 1-5 {7

=

3.6)

than on trials 6-10

(5c

= 2.8).

The
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Table

?

Analysis of Variance of No Relnforc«ment ScheduT and
Inir.edifit^- "'-•.r-ri 'Tappine; Behavior - Snrr.ess
Scores'

SoTJrce nf Variance

r

^etwern 3c
'Zy-'•^vr

TA)

Reinforcement Type
A T 3
Ss/A y ^

0.012
(3)

J.

n

108. 112

'K512
T

0.009
?^.15'^***

3.51?

,29U

Within Ss
Trial'; (T)

A T T
B

X T

r B X
S.-^
Y T/A X ^
A

£<•

1
1
1
1

13.^1?
0.312
15.31?

3^^

C.795

^.'^12

17.105***
0 . 39?
19 2^1***
.

0.'?69
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Table 8

Analysis of Variance of No Reinforcement Schedule and
Immediate Revmrd Tapping; Behavior - Difference Scores

Between Sp;
Groups Ta)
Relnforrenient Type (B)

A X ^
Ss/A X B
Within Ss
Trials (T)
A X T
X T
A X B X T
Ss X T/A X B

B

*** £

<

.001

39
"l

^^-6.818

l

^280,738
30B.898
81.795

52 3314.***

77.6l8
28.322
607.202
29.282
25.490

3.044
1.111
23. 820***
1.148

1

36

0.572
31776

^0
1
1
1
1

36

,
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difference score measure In Table

8

revealed no such ef-

fect.

The significant Interaction of reinforcement
type

by trials Is seen on both measures.

On the success scores,

using the Tukey procedure, a difference between the means
of at least 0.25 Is required for significance at
£< .01.

The Interaction Is based on the fact that while mean

nviin-

ber of successes decreased significantly (£/ ,01) from the
first trial block (Z - 2.9) to the second (X = 1,2) under
no reinforcement, they remained essentially constant across

trials under Immediate reward (X

-

trials 1-5 = 4,3; X

-

trials 6-10 = 4,4)
This same Interaction using the difference score

measure Is most clearly seen In Figure

8,

Figure 8

Mean Trial Tapping Rate Changes Under No Reinforcement and
Immediate Reward

NR = No Reinforcement
IR = Immediate Reward

+ 12..

Mean
Tapping
Rate
Change

+ 8
!

+ 4

+ 0

- 4

NR
- 8

Trials
1-5

Trials
6-10

.
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On this measure, the Tukey test revealed that a
difference between the means required for significance at

£<.05

and at

Is

£<

.01 the difference required Is

5.9.

As the figure Indicates, tapping rate decreased

significantly (£<,01) from trials 1-5 (X = +1.2) to
trials 6-10 (X = -6,2) under no reinforcement.

Under Im-

mediate reward, however, trials did not differentially effect performance rate (X - trials 1-5

ss

+10, 3

1

X

-

trials

6-10 « + 13.8)

Comparisons of No Reinforcement and Immediate Punishment
Tables 9 and 10 summarize the analysis of variance
of both dependent variables for the no reinforcement-Immediate

punishment scores.

The significant reinforcement type ef-

fect was as expected.

The avoidance of Immediate punish-

ment was more effective In Increasing performance

theui

was

no reinforcement. An average of k,0 successes were achieved
under Immediate punishment, compared with a mean of 2.0

under no reinforcement, and while tapping rate showed a
mean Increase of 9,4 under Immediate punishment. It decreased
an average of 2.5 under no reinforcement.

The significant

main effect of trials Is reflected by the fact that, com-

bining over groups and conditions, performance decreased
from the first five trials to the second. An average of

Table 9

Analysis of Variance of No Reinforcement Schedule and
Immediate Punishment Tapping Behavior - Success Scores

Source of Varlanc e

df

Bet we en S r
Group? Ta)
Reinforcement Type

39

A X ^

Ss/A X B
Within Ss
Trials (T)
A X T
?•
X T
A X 3 X T
3e X T/A y

(B^

1
1

36

1
1
1
1
-^6

ms

0.012
7S.012
5.512
1.690

17.112
0.312
12.012
0.61?
0.679

F

0.007
46 ,1 '^J**^
3

'.261

25.195***
0.^1-60

17,686»«*
0.901

56
•

Table 10

Analysis of Variance of No Reinforcement Schedule
Immediate Punishment Tapping Behavior - Difference and
Scores

Source of Variance

df

Between Ss

39

C-rcup.^

Ta)

Reinforcement Type
A X B
Ss/A y B

Within Ss
Trials (T)
A X T
-

5^

T

A ^ ^' 3: T
3s y T/A T B

*

£

<

.05

** £ <. .01

£

<

.001

(3)

1
1
1

36

TI15

0.829

2846.736
293.454
49.270

57. '^7?***

169.303
3.370

8.300**
C.I65
20.475***
0.180

5.055*

40
1
1
1

1

417. 6n^.
3,689

36

?C.395

5?

3.5 successes were achieved In trials 1-5, compared with
a mean of 2.5 in trials 6-10.

Moreover, while the average

magnitude of the rate Increase was 4,8 In the first five
trials, It was only 1.9 In the second five.

The difference score measure alone reveals a

significant Interaction of groups by reinforcement type.
This Interaction Is presented In Figure 9,
Figure 9

Mean Group Tapping Rate Changes as a Function of No Reinforcement and Immediate Punishment.
A = Alocohollcs
NA = Non-Alcohollcs
+ 25

r

+ 20

Mean
Tapping
Rate
Change

+ 15

NA
+ 10

+ 5

+ 0

-

NA

5

No
Reinforcement

Immediate
Punishment

The minimum difference between the means for

significance at £ < .05 Is 6.16, and at £< .01 it is 8,18.

.•
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As Figure

Indicates, while the groups were essen-

9

tially comparable within each reinforcement type, the

alcoholics' magnitude of increase from no reinforcement
(ic

to immediate punisl'iment (X =+2^.0)

= -3.7)

significantly
alcoholics'

(X

^
-

.01)

was

greaer than that of the non-

no reinforcement = -1.3

1

X immediate

punishment = +13.5)
The significant interaction of reinforcement
type by trials is seen in loth Tables 9 and 10. Exam-

ining the success scores first, the Tukey test indicated that the difference between the means required for

significance at £ ^ .C5 is 0.23, and at £ ^

.01

it is

0.3. Under no reinforcement, significantly (£

^

more successes were obtained in trials 1-5

= 2.9)

.01)

than in trials 6-10 (X = 1.2), While under immediate

punishment the number of successes was not differentially effected by trials (X

-

trials 1-5 = 4.1; X -

trials 6-10 = 3.9)
This same interaction for the difference
score is seen in Figure 10,

,
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Figure 10

Mean Trial Tapping Rate Changes Under No Reinforcement and

Immediate Punishment
NR = No Reinforcement
IP = Immediate
Punishment

^12
9-

Mean
Tapping
Rate
+

-^^

6

Chsuige

i

+ 3

+ 0

- 3

i

Trials

Trials
1-5

6-10

The Tukey test revealed that the minimum dlf-

erence between means required for significance at £<^ ,05
Is 3.9, and at

£/.01

It Is 5.3.

While tapping rate de-

creased significantly (£<^.01) across trials under no

reinforcement (X

-

trials 1-5 = +1.2; X

-

trials 6-10 =

-6,2), trials did not significantly effect performance

under Immediate punishment (X
trials 6-10 = +10.2)

-

trials 1-5 = +8.5j ^

-

^0

DiSCUSblON
The results or this study generally demons tratea
that alcoholics differ from other non-psychotic
hospitalized

patients by their marked lack of ability to continue to
work In a situation In order to obtain a deiayea rewaru.
The results also revealed that when the reinforcements for

responding are Immediate, alcoholics are able to perform
at a sl^lflcantly higher rate than are non-alcohollcs

,

The

results did not Indicate that alcoholics are less able than

non-alcohollcs to maintain a response In order to avoid

delayed punishment.
The responding of both groups under the no rein-

forcement condition was as anticipated. This condition was

included In the study for two purposes

»

(1)

to determine

if both groups were essentially comparable In their respond-

ing under no reward or punishment contingencies; and (2) to

make certain that the task Itself was fatiguing

fluid

required

instrumental activity, but that the fatigue effect did not

differentially effect the two groups. The results Indicated
that the two groups did not slgnlf icauitly differ from each

other In performance under the no reinforcement schedule.
Secondly, the desired fatigue effect of the task was present as evidenced by the fact that under no reinforcement

both groups obtained significantly more successes on the
first five trials than on the second, and by the result that
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both groups decreased their rate of tapping
comparably from
the first five trials to the second
five. Thus, the
no

reinforcement condition can be viewed as an
eztinction-like
procedure where the rate of responding
of non-reinforced
responses gradually drops. Importantly, the
rate of response
decrease for both groups was essentially
equivalent.
All comparisons of the no reinforcement
schedule

with each of the four reinforcement conditions
(Tables 3-10)
revealed that under all reinforcement conditions
there was

a higher number of success score and a greater
increase in

tapping rate than under no reinforcement. Thus, as was
expected, the no reinforcement condition did not serve
to

maintain high rates of responding. Furthermore, since the
groups performed comparably under no reinforcement, it can
be assumed that whatever differences existed between them

under other reinforcement conditions cannot be accounted for
by differences in their base-rate responding.

There was no theoretical reason to predict a differential effect on responding of reward and punishment,

given the fact that the effect of eintlcipated punishment
on humans is not well documented. The lack of a significant

reinforcement type effect in the two major analyses of
variance (Tables

1

and

2)

indicated that the two reinforce-

ment conditions had an overall similar effect on performance,

There was, however, considerable evidence to predict a

significant effect of reinforcement time. Immediate reinforcement did in fact serve to increase performance significantly more than did delayed.
The major hypothesis of this study was that al-

coholics would not be able to maintain as high a rate of

responding as non-alcoholics on a fatiguing task when the
reinforcements for responding were delayed. Analysis of
the results revealed that this hypothesis was confirmed

only for the delayed reward schedule. Under deiayea punishment, contrary to expectations, both groups averaged the
same number of successes, and, moreover, the alcoholics'

average increase in response rate exceeded that of the nonalcoholics'. While the difference was not a significsuit
one, it was a reversal of the predicted effect, namely,

that the non-alcoholics' performance under delayed punish-

ment would exceed that of the alcoholics.
In contrast to the results under the delayed

punishment schedule, the results from the delayed reward
condition represented the most clear-cut finding from this
study. As predicted, delayed reward differentially effected
the behavior of the alcoholics and non-alcoholics. The non-

alcoholics were able to maintain their

ssime

level of perfor-

mance regardless of the timing of the reward. Under the
Immediate reward they obtained essentially the same

.lum-

ber of successes as under delayed reward. In contrast.

the alcoholics achieved less than half as many
successes

under delayed as under Immediate reward.
These differences were even more apparent in

examining the tapping rate change data under the reward
condition

m

Figure 4. The alcoholics' average rate of

responding under delayed reward was significantly less
than under immediate, whereas the non-alcoholics maintained

essentially the same response rate under immediate and delayed reward. Thus, it is ciear that for non-alcoholics
immediate and delayed reward were functionally equivalent,
i.e., non-alcoholics were able to perform as well for the

promise of obtaining a reward in the future as they were for

actually receiving the reward immediately after responding.
In contrast, for alcoholics the anticipation of a future

reward was not an effective incentive for them to maintain
responding! they continued to perform on a task only when
their behavior resulted in an immediate reward.
The prediction was made that the alcoholics' per-

formance under delayed reinforcement would not exceed their

performance under the no reinforcement schedule. In terms
of delayed pimlshment this was obviously not the casej

both

groups were as successful in avoiding delayed punish-

ment as immediate, and the responding of both groups under

delayed piinishment clearly exceeded their no reinforcement
level of responding. However, in examining the behavior of
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alcoholics under delayed reward as compared with no reinforcement, this prediction was confirmed. Whereas for non-

alcoholics delayed reward was functionally equivalent to
immediate reward, the results Indicated that for alcoholics

delayed reward operated functionally equivalent to a no

reinforcement schedule. That 1$, the alcoholic^' mean

number of successes under delayed reward did not significantly exceed their average successes under no reinforcement. Considering that the concept of frustration has

been defined as non-reward, (Ryan and Watson, I968) it

appears that for alcohalics it may equally as well be defined as delayed reward, given the fact that there was no

essential difference in their behavior under the two conditions. This finding gives a highly plausible explanation
to the widely held speculation that alcoholics have diffi-

culty in maintaining long-range goals. Boos and Albers
(1965) found that the temporal orientation of the alcoholic
is characterized by a short range view of the future. Given

the fact that alcoholics were not able to work to achieve

delayed rewards any more effectively than they were able to
work for no rewards at all, long-range goals for them were

subjectively equivalent to no goals. They were unable to

mediate a temporal gap that non-alcoholics could successfully

bridge because for non-alcoholics, delayed rewards and
goals were clearly distinguishable from no rewards.
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This study made no prediction that Immediate re-

inforcement would operate differentially on the two
groups.
Rather, it was assumed that alcoholics and
non-alcohollcs
would perform comparably under the two Immediate conditions. Given this assumption, It was a somewhat surprising

finding that the alcoholics* behavior \mder both Immediate

reward and Immediate punishment significantly exceeded that
of the non-alcohollcs. These results strongly point out

that the orientation of the alcoholic Is geared toward Im-

mediate gain or satisfaction, A closer look at the behavior
of the groups under Immediate reinforcement reveals a rather

Interesting and Important finding about alcoholics.
For a subject to receive an Immediate reward or

avoid an Immediate punishment on the task, all that was re-

quired of him was to exceed his base-rate level of responding
by one tap per trial. Any response above that one tap was.
In a sense, unnecessary effort. Under Immediate reward

tne alcoholics exceeded their base-level performance by

an average of 29.6, and under Immediate punishment they

exceeded It by an average of 24,1, In contrast, the nonalcohollcs* mean Increase In tapping rate from base-level

under ImmBdlate reward and punishment were 18,7 and 13.1
respectively

J

these increases being significantly lower

than those of the aj.cohollcs.
Thus, given the opportunity to work for an Im-

,
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mediate reward or to avoid an Immediate punishment, the
alcoholics* behavior was more than sufficient to Insure
his
reaching his aim. He was able to behave In a highly effective msnner for certain accomplishment of his goals. While
this style of responding may be considered effective In
the sense that It guaramteed the Immediate alms, It was In-

appropriate In another sense, for It considerably exceeded
that which was necessary to obtain the Immediate goal. In

other words, the alcoholic over-worked under Immediate reinforcement, Just as he under-worked for delayed rewards.
To state that his behavior Is "non-lntegratlve"
In the sense that Its punishments ultimately outweigh Its'

rewards, does not tell the whole story. It Is also non-

Integratlve because It Is over-driven toward Immediate sat-

isfactions to a degree far beyond that which the situations
require. In contrast, the behavior of the non-alcoholic
is considerably more adaptive i It Is appropriately aimed

at both Immediate and delayed rewards. As Shapiro (I965)
has pointed out, when an orientation toward an Immediate

gain or satisfaction prevails, the given need Is likely to
be provided with a well practiced set of techniques for

quick accomplishment of Its alms. This Is a rather primitive process compared with more adaptive behavior that

places Immediate needs In proper perspective and Is able
to work for delayed gains. Calling the alcoholics* behavior
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Impulsive actually means that It Is Impulsive In the long-

term sense.

In terms of short-range planning and adapta-

tion, It Is highly developed, If not overly-developed.

Subjectively, this behavioral style Is evident In the

manner In which the alcoholic Is able to obtain alcohol,
often In times when he has minimal financial or personal
resources.

If he were really Impulsive In the traditional

sense, his behavior would be characterized by chaotlc-llke

bursts of actions.

However, under circumstances of seeking

Immediate gains he Is able to act efficiently and these

actions which In one sense do not

consequences
efficiency,

teike

Into accoimt delayed

are frequently executed with a high degree of

Shapiro (I965) and others have stated that the

alcoholic "operates" well.

What this Indicates Is that his

behavior Is very well suited only to the competent execution
of his short-range Immediate needs.

The prediction that the alcoholics

•

performance

under the delayed conditions would decrease significantly
from the first half of the task to the second was not confirmed.

Two factors accounted for this.

First, under de-

layed punishment, contrary to expectations, the alcoholics'

mean rate of Increase on the first five trials was slightly
less than their average rate Increase on the second
five, although this difference was not significant.

6b

This

Is further evidence lor the conclusion that
alcoholics

are comparable to non-alcohol Ics In the ability to
work
to avoid punishment, whether this punishment be
Immediate

or delayed. Secondly, In terms of the delayed reward

schedule, the results were In the predicted direction, but

were not significant. The alcoholics Increased their per-

formance on the first five trials, and they showed a mean

decrease In tapping rate from base-level on the second
five. Thus, while the predicted Interaction effect was

not observed, the alcoholics* over-all performance under

delayed reward was suppressed to such an extent that there
was little opportunity, within the ten trial limit of the

experiment, for alcoholics and non-alcohollcs to differ
to a greater degree on the last five trials than they did

on the first five.

Implications For Future Research
The results of this study have Implications for
the treatment of alcoholics and for additional research

dealing with the variable of delay of gratification aellcits
In alcoholics, i^lrst, the ilndlng that alcoholics are

aoie to perform excessively unaer Immediate reinforcement
conditions, while, at the same tine, they are significantly

less aoie than non-aicohoilcs to maintain their behavior

under aeiayea reward, Is important for understanding treatment 01 aiconoilsm, it Is accepted knowledge that tradl-
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tlonal psychotherapy has been markedly Ineffective with
al-

coholics.

(Blum and Blum, 196?)

study, this Is not surprising.

Given the results of this
Most psychotheraples de-

mand that the patient must stay In treatment for a long
enough time (usually undefined) In order for change to take
place.

This demand necessitates on the part of the patient

an orientation toward an Indefinite long-range goal,

which, as has been shown, Is the very orientation that the

alcoholic does not possess.
In contrast to the relative lack of effective-

ness of psychotherapy with alcoholics as Fox (1957) has
pointed out, "The single most effective method of treatment that exists Is that of Alcoholics Anonymous,"

A

closer look at the fundamental assumptions of A. A., as
these assumptions relate to the results of this study, Indicate why this may be so.

First, an Important feature of the

program Is that A. A. members who are helping newcomers
spend all the time that is necessary In order to protect
the newcomers from urges to drink.

They make themselves

available at any time, day or night, wherever the new member happens to be.
drlnjt,

For the person who feels the need to

all he has to do is make a phone call

help Immediately

?

suid

no delays are necessitated.

he receives

This Is

clearly different from psychotherapy where the delay Interval between the urge to drln^ and the receiving of help

may be as much as a week.

As this study has demonstrated.
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a week's interval for receiving a
reward is not a delay
that the alcoholic can bridge. Secondly,
as McMillan
(1967) has stated, a cardinal slogan for new A.
A. members
Is the motto "Twenty-four hours at a
time." Whftt this

means is that the member is urged not to make
a long-range
pledge of not drinking. The motto makes it
possible
for

him to have successive short-range goals for which
he can
work in the early phases of sobriety. McMillan also
re-

ports that one particularly successful A. A. chapter has

adopted the procedure of passing out poker chips to new
members at the end of every twenty-four hours of sobriety.

Additional chips are subsequently passed out as the members achieve longer periods of non-drinking. It thus sems
clear that although the basic orientation of A. A. is more

religious in nature than it is based on learning theory
principles, in an unsystematic fashion it does make use
of learning theory. Much of its success is attributable,
at least in part, to its understanding of the principle

that repeated immediate rewards are essential for sobriety
to be maintained.

The issue of the "Twenty-four hours at a time"

motto raises

sin

interesting research question, one which

this investigator

-

will be studying. This present study

demonstrated rather conclusively that alcoholics are
not able to work for delayed rewards, the delay between

n
r

response and reward being one week. It can be argued
that twenty-four hours Is also a delay period, yet It

appears to be one tha A, A. members are able to bridge.
Consequently, It seems reasonable to assume that the shorter the delay period between response smd reward, the more

similar the alcoholics' behavior will be to that of non-

alcohollcs. While this study revealed a significant difference between alcoholics and non-alcohollcs In terms of
the effectiveness of delayed rewad In maintaining perfor-

mance, It did not measure the extent of this difference.

Two studies follow from this observation. First, the delay Interval for non-alcohollcs can be extended beyond one
week In order to determine the maximum period between re-

sponding and reward that will serve to maintain their behavior. Secondly, for alcoholics, the delay Interval can

be reduced In order to determine the minimal delay that Is

required for them to continue to respond. In a future
study, alcoholics will be working under 12, 24, 48 and 96

hour delays, while non-alcohollcs will be performing under
7,

14, and 21 day delay Intervals. Based on the results of

this study and the effective procedures of A. A.

,

It Is

expected that the two groups' delayed reward performance
will be comparable when alcoholics are working under 24

hour delays, and non-alcohollcs are performing under two
or three week delays.
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A second Issue that Is Implied from the
results

of this study Is the question of

vriij;

alcoholics are unable

to work for delayed rewards, and why delayed
reward Is com-

parable to no reward for them. The capacity of a
person to
tolerate delay of gratification Is seen by Renner
(I966)

as an acquired expectancy based on past learning
experien-

ces with reality demands and frustrations. Renner 's
position

that past learning effects the ability to tolerate delay
of

gratification has Implications for theorizing as to why alcoholics and non-alcohollcs behave differently under Immediate

and delayed rewands. The possibility exists that the reinforcement histories of the two groups may be very different.
It may be speculated that the pre-alcohollc person has been

exposed to fewer situations where frustrations and delays
had to be tolerated In order to attain distant goals. Such
a person's past reinforcements would be characterized by a

more Immediate satisfaction of needs than that of the non-

alcoholic 's. Conversely, the Inability to tolerate delayed
rewards might also be found In a person whlse past learning

history demanded too much frustration tolerance and too

much delaying capacity so that delayed rewards were In fact
seldom achieved,

A possible fruitful area of research to examine
this question lies In the concept of expectancy. This con-

cept Is Important both In cognitive

suid

social learning

.

7?

theories of behavior. The fundamental notion Is that a

person's choices are determined not only by what he wants
but also by what he expects to receive. Rotter and Mulry
(1965)

state that the perception of a situation as controlled

by chance, fate, or powerful others will lead to predictable

differences In behavior In comparison with situations
where a person feels that reinforcement Is controlled by
his own behavior. The question then arises whether alco-

holics differ from non-alcohollcs by their perception of
a delayed reward situation as one where the obtaining and

not obtaining of the reward Is Independent of how they behave, but, rather, Is determined by factors beyond their

control, A preliminary test of this question could be

made by use of the Rotter (I966) scale of Internal-external
control. This Is concerned with subjects' expectations

about how reinforcement Is controlled. If the alcoholic
does not expect his behavior to be related to receiving

delayed rewards, then a part of the treatment process for
him may Involve "shaping" his behavior toward longer and
longer delay periods, a technique which A, A. appears to

use unsystematlcally
The speculation that past reinforcement histories

may be an Important variable In understanding the differences between alcoholics and non-alcohollcs suggests a

return to the Idea of psychological predisposition as a

7^

causative factors In alcoholism. However,
this "predisposition" does not refer to Invariable
personality

traits
or psychiatric syndromes that would
necessarily result in
a person's becoming an alcoholic. Rather,
It Implies that

specific patterns of past rewards and punishments
and

differential histories of gradual experiences with
frustrations and delays may be Important causative
factors behind alcoholism. The answers to these
questions
can be found only through experimental and longitudinal

studies. Since It Is not certain what the alcoholic was

like before he became an alcoholic, he must be studied
in his pre-alcohollc state.

These speculations lead to an Important conclusion about the results of this study. It may be argued

that the findings are a result of alcoholism, rather than
a predisposing condition of It, Three possible explana-

tions can be given for the findings. First, the Inability
to delay gratification may serve to lead to alcoholism.

Support for this position could be found if It were deter-

mined that teaching the alcoholic to delay gratification
res\ilted In a reduction of his drinking. Secondly, pro-

longed Immoderate use of alcohol could conceivably result
in the Inability to work for delayed rewards. If this

argument Is correst, It suggests that Inability to work
for delayed rewards may be directly correlated with length
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of time of excessive drinking. Thirdly, It may be ar-

gued that some as yet unknown predisposing factor may lead
to both alcoholism and the Inability to delay gratifica-

tion. Longitudinal research Is needed to i^est this

argument.
This study represents the second experiment that
has failed to demonstrate a differential effect of delayed

punishment on alcoholics and non -alcoholics (Vogel-Sprott
and B€uiks, I965)

.

It may be argued that the delayed punish-

ment Interval In both of these studies was too short to
be considered an adequate delay, and that subjects were

actually responding to both punishment conditions as If
they were Immediate In nature, Mlschel, Grusec, and

Masters (I969) point out that while little Is known about

how anticipated delay time affects the subjective value of
punishments, ,,,"ln most life situations, adaptive human

choice behavior requires the Individual to cope with alter-

natives involving lengthy deiay periods of days, weeks,
and even longer durations, rather than the artificially
short Intervals favored in previous laboratory research

and in animal studies," In a future study, both the nature
and the timing of the punishment can be changed. For example, subjects could be made to do an unpleasant task or

chore either immediately after the experimental task or a

week later, and alcoholics and non-alcoholics could be com-

pared in terms of their ability to work on the task in

,
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order to avoid the Immediate and the delayed
punishment.
Clearly, for such an experiment to be carried out
the

experimenter would have to be able to exercise control
of
the reinforcement contingencies on a ward of alcoholic

patients
One additional implication for future research
comes from the finding that the alcoholics' behavior under

Immediate reinforcement is excessive. Such behavior Is

not adaptive or integrative because It Is over-driven to
the achievement of Immediate gains. This finding raises

the question whether alcoholics are able to learn modera-

tion and less Intensity of behavior under Immediacy of reward. Using the same paradigm as the present experiment,
a reward-punishment contingency could be devised where In

order to receive an Immediate reward a subject has to exceed his base-rate performance level, as In the present
study. However, If the magnitude of Increase over the

base level Is too great, the subject would either lose the

reward or receive a punishment, depending on the reinforcement schedule In operation. The Implication here
Is that the orientation of alcoholics toward Immediate sat-

isfactions might be to such an extent that It precludes
their modifying their behavior to a more adaptive level.
In general, the results of this study add support
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to the relatively recent trend that
further research on

alcoholism should not attempt to Identify
personality traits
or psychiatric syndromes that typify the
alcoholic.
Rather,
it appears that a more appropriate
approach to alcoholism

should analyze the alcoholics' behavior lu^^uiar
as that
oenavior resembles the response ol excessive

drlniclng. what

is neeaea to be Known Is an under stanaing of
the variables

that seem to be operating to result in the alcoholic
being

unable zo work for aeiayea rewaras wniie, at the same
time
being able to work Intensely for Immediate satisfactions.

Given the

i

inalngs of this stuay, implications for the

treatment of alcoholism suggest that treatment cannot be

geared solely at the elimination of the response of drlnKlng.
rtather,

It must be a two stage process involving both the

elimination of the old drinking response and the acquisition
of the new response of abstinance, for the alcoholic,

sobriety is not simply the absence

oi

orinking, it is a

series of behaviors that neea to be rewaraea frequently

and consistently if the behaviors are to be malntainea.
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Appendix A
Age, Educational, Ethnic, and Soclo-Economlc
Characteristics of Subjects*

-

Alcoholics
Mean
Years
Mean
Ed.
Age
No
Relnf,

M,8

10,5

Non-Alcohollcs
Mean
Years
Mean
Ed.
Age

12.2

39.5

11.2

9.0

38,2

11,8

9.8

44,5

1

Im,

Reward
Del.

Reward
Im,
Pun,

^

Del.
Pun.

Each

9.1

37.7

10.9

39.5

8,5

44,2

10,1

41,6

of the above cells of ten subjects was made up
of 40^ Irish-American subjects, kO% I tall an -American,
and 20^ "other". This latter category consisted
primarily of Swedish, Greek, and Polish ethnic groups.
While no accurate estimate of socio-economic class Information oould be obtained, all subjects who were tested
reported an average Income for the past three years of
between one and four thousand dollars.
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APPENDIX B
NOTE OF PROMISE OF PAYMENT

This note certifies that Mr,
has taken part In a psychological study on

,

For having participated he has earned

,

This money will be paid to him one week from the above date
on

by the principal Investigator of

the study.

Principal Investigator

Director of Research
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Appendix C
Mean Group Success Scores Under
Immediate and Delayed Reward and Punishment

Alcoholics

Reward
Im.

Del.

Non-Alcohollcs

Punishment

Reward

Punishment

Im.

Del.

Im. Del.

Im.

Del.

9.2

8.6

8.1

8.3 8.2

7.5

8.1

^Rew,=s6,6

^Pun.=8.3

^Rew.=8.2

^Pun.=7.8

_

^Im.=8.9

^Im.=7.9

^Del.=6.1

^Del.=b.l

9

»
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Appendix D
Mean Group Difference Scores Under
Immediate and Delayed Reward and Punishment

Alcoholics

Reward

_

Im,

+29.6

Non-Alcohollcs

Punishment
Im,

Del,

-1.3

+ 2^,1

X

^Rew.s+l^.l

Reward

Del. Im.

Del,

+21.8 +18,7+16.2

Pun. =+22,

^Rew,=+17.i

Punishment
Im,

+13.1

Del,

+1^.2

^Pun.=+13.6

1

^Im.=+26.8

^lm,=+15.8

^Del.=:+10,2

^Del.«+15.2

—

i
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Appendix E
Mean Group Success Scores and Difference Scores
Under No Reinforcement

Alcoholics

Success
Scores

3.6

Difference
Scores

-3.7

Non-Alcohollcs

Success Dlfferenc
Scores
Scores

^.6

-1.3

T-po«U

Or.dl«,t of R.ln£orc««,t .nd
T«.pora Or.di«it of

P«ml.l»oi>t

DlfforoMo. B.t«.«, Alcoholic,
VoB-Alcoholica
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